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Design and Analysis of Optical
Flow-Switched Networks
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Abstract—In our previous work [Chan et al., “Opti-
cal flow switching,” in BROADNETS 2006, pp. 1–8; We-
ichenberg et al., “Cost-efficient optical network archi-
tectures,” in ECOC 2006, pp. 1–2; Weichenberg et al.,
“On the throughput-cost tradeoff of multi-tiered opti-
cal network architectures,” GLOBECOM ’06, pp. 1–6],
we presented optical flow switching (OFS) as a key
enabler of scalable future optical networks. We now
address the design and analysis of OFS networks in a
more comprehensive fashion. The contributions of
this work, in particular, are in providing partial an-
swers to the questions of how OFS networks can be
implemented, how well they perform, and how their
economics compare with those of other architectures.
With respect to implementation, we present a sen-
sible scheduling algorithm for inter-metropolitan-
area-network (inter-MAN) OFS communication. Our
performance study builds upon our work in IEEE J.
Sel. Areas Commun., vol. 25, no. 6, pp. 84–101, 2007 and
Weichenberg et al., “Performance analysis of optical
flow switching,” presented at the IEEE International
Conference on Communications, Dresden, Germany,
June 14–18, 2009, and includes a comparative capac-
ity analysis for the wide area, as well as an analytical
approximation of the throughput-delay trade-off of-
fered by OFS for inter-MAN communication. Last,
with regard to the economics of OFS, we extend our
previous work from ECOC 2006 and GLOBECOM ’06
in carrying out an optimized throughput-cost com-
parison of OFS with other prominent candidate ar-
chitectures. Our conclusions indicate that OFS offers
a significant advantage over other architectures in
economic scalability. In particular, for sufficiently
heavy traffic, OFS handles large transactions at far
lower cost than other optical network architectures.
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n light of the increasing importance of large transac-
ions to communication networks, we conclude that
FS may be crucial to the future viability of optical
etworking.

Index Terms—Optical network; Network architec-
ure; Optical communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

ptical networking is unfolding as a two-
generation story. The initial impetus behind op-

ical networking was the prospect of tapping the vast
sable bandwidth of optical fiber—roughly 30
Hz—to meet increasing telephony traffic demands.
irst-generation optical networks of the 1970s and
980s thus employed optical fibers as replacements
or copper links, but otherwise maintained traditional
rchitectures that were tailored to the use of elec-
ronic networking components. Informational bottle-
ecks were thereby preempted at transmission links,
ut still loomed at network nodes whose operations
ere constrained by the speed of electronics.

Second-generation optical networks, which began
merging in the 1990s, employ optical networking
evices—in addition to fiber—in novel network archi-
ectures to mitigate electronic bottlenecks arising
rom steep growth in data application traffic. Data
raffic served by these networks, in addition to being
haracterized by orders of magnitude more aggregate
olume, is characterized by detailed statistics (e.g.,
overning transaction length and burstiness) and
uality of service demands that are quite different
rom those of the telephony traffic served by first-
eneration optical networks. Among these is the self-
imilarity of traffic arising (most likely) from the
eavy-tailed nature of data transactions [1–5]. This
hanging nature of network traffic, coupled with the
ovel properties and cost structures of optical net-
orking devices vis-à-vis electronic networking de-
ices, have called for a fundamental rethinking of op-
ical network architecture. In response, measured
rchitectural advancements in the wide-area network
WAN) environment occurred, reducing the cost per
ransmitted bit by exploiting wavelength division
ultiplexing (WDM) in conjunction with optical am-
2009 Optical Society of America
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plification and switching. Nevertheless, the end-user’s
access to the vast core network bandwidth has been
restrained by the lag in architectural innovation in
the metropolitan-area network (MAN) and access en-
vironments. To a significant extent, then, the future
economic viability of optical networking hinges on
cost-effective access to core network bandwidth.

In this work [6,7], we further develop optical flow
switching (OFS) [8,9] as an attractive candidate net-
work architecture that will help support future traffic
growth by providing this desired cost-effective access
for end users with large bandwidth demands. OFS is
an end-to-end transport service, in that it directly con-
nects source and destination end users through the
access network, MAN, and WAN. It is, moreover, in-
tended for users with large transactions (i.e., those
that can fully utilize a wavelength channel for hun-
dreds of milliseconds or longer), which are expected to
contribute increasingly to future traffic volume. Fur-
thermore, OFS can be readily implemented with to-
day’s device technology [10], since it possesses a
simple, all-optical data plane that is separated from
its electronic control plane. In addition to improving
the quality of service for its direct end users, OFS has
the additional important benefit of lowering access
costs for all users by relieving WAN routers of the
onerous burden of serving large transactions.

This work is organized as follows. In the remainder
of this section, we provide an overview of OFS. In Sec-
tion II, we address OFS in the context of the wide area
via a comparative analysis of network capacity with
other prominent transport architectures. In Section
III, we outline a simple and sensible scheduling algo-
rithm for OFS networks and then proceed with an ap-
proximate throughput-delay performance analysis of
OFS networks. In Section IV, we introduce the notion
of cost via an approximate capital expenditure
(CapEx) model. This enables us to carry out an ap-
proximate throughput-cost comparison of OFS with
other prominent candidate architectures in the con-
text of both homogeneous and hybrid architectures.
We conclude this work in Section V.

A. Overview of Optical Flow Switching

OFS is an end-to-end, all-optical transport service
that provides end users with cost-effective access to
the core network bandwidth by means of exploiting
the complementary strengths of optics and electronics
[8–11]. In a sense, OFS may be viewed as a generali-
zation to end users of the optical bypass feature of
generalized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS).1

This generalization, however, presents a host of new
challenges at multiple layers of network architecture.

1Note that, in addition to optical bypass, GMPLS includes elec-
tronic processing capability at routers.
Authorized licensed use limited to: MIT Libraries. Downloaded on February 10, 2010 at 1
oreover, as we shall see, the extension of optical by-
ass renders OFS a sensible architecture only for
arge transactions, for otherwise the network manage-

ent burden and cost of end-user equipment required
o set up an end-to-end, all-optical connection for a
mall transaction would outweigh the benefits of OFS.
hus, OFS is an architecture that is envisioned to
erve large bandwidth transactions exclusively, while
omparatively small bandwidth transactions will
ore efficiently be served by architectures such as

lectronic packet switching (EPS) or GMPLS.

In OFS, end users request long-duration (i.e., hun-
reds of milliseconds or longer), end-to-end lightpaths
y communicating, via an EPS control plane, with
cheduling nodes assigned to their respective MANs.
hese scheduling nodes, in turn, coordinate transmis-
ion of data across the WAN in the EPS control plane.
wing to the intractable complexity of coordinating

ransmission among many OFS users, the control
lane for OFS is envisioned to have a mixture of cen-
ralized processes that occur on coarse time scales,
nd distributed processes that occur on fine time
cales. In particular, centrally computed candidate
outes for WAN reconfiguration will be disseminated
o scheduling nodes in of the order of seconds or min-
tes (or even longer). The scheduling of individual
ransactions may thus occur in a distributed fashion
ith exchange of little information for coordination
nd with physical layer reconfiguration times in the
etro area of the order of milliseconds. The access en-

ironment, in contrast, is envisioned to have a broad-
ast structure, with access to it granted by the end-to-
nd scheduling algorithm.

In OFS, it is assumed that the smallest granularity
f bandwidth that can be reserved across the core is a
avelength. Motivated by the minimization of net-
ork management and switch complexity in the net-
ork core, transactions are served as indivisible enti-

ies. That is, data cells comprising a transaction
raverse the network contiguously in time, along the
ame wavelength channel (assuming no wavelength
onversion), and along the same spatial network path.
his is in contrast to EPS, where transactions are bro-
en up into cells, and these cells are switched and
outed through the network independently. In the
vent that several end users have moderately-sized
ransactions that are not sufficiently large to warrant
heir own wavelength channels, they may concatenate
heir data for transmission across the WAN via dy-
amic broadcast group formation, albeit at the delay
f aggregating these transactions.

Note that in OFS networks, unlike packet-switched
etworks, all queuing of data (in addition to admis-
ion control) occurs at the end users, thereby obviat-
ng the need for buffering in the network core. A core
3:56 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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node is thus equipped with a bufferless optical cross
connect (OXC). The elimination of buffering at OFS
nodes presents a significant scalability advantage,
since the queueing subsystem of EPS routers is be-
coming their major bottleneck as the number of ports
and line rates increase [12]. This absence of buffering,
however, coupled with the requirement of serving
transactions as indivisible blocks of data, renders the
efficient utilization of network resources more diffi-
cult. Mixing transactions with different quality of ser-
vice requirements—for example, best-effort traffic
that can be preempted by higher-priority traffic—may
provide significant advantages in this regard.

II. OPTICAL FLOW SWITCHING IN THE WIDE AREA:
COMPARATIVE CAPACITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we briefly review our work in [13], in
which we employed a framework based on network ca-
pacity to analyze the performance of optical network
architectures in the wide area. Roughly speaking, we
define network capacity as the set of exogenous traffic
rates that can be stably supported by a network under
its operational constraints. Our metric of network ca-
pacity is particularly relevant to the wide area be-
cause, owing to the high cost of supporting transport
traffic, capacity is a precious commodity in the WAN.

Our work constitutes a best-case throughput com-
parison among optical network architectures, in that
(i) a tolerance to unbounded delay is implied, and (ii)
any capacity inefficiencies arising from coupling with
MAN architectures are neglected. Along with our re-
sults for OFS networks, we address the capacity of
packet-switching (i.e., EPS and optical packet switch-
ing), optical circuit switching (OCS), and optical burst
switching (OBS) networks. Each transport architec-
ture’s physical and operational properties impose con-
straints on its capability for logical topology reconfigu-
ration, naturally leading to different capacity
performances.

A. Summary of Results

1) Packet-Switched Networks: A packet-switched net-
work is an interconnection of routers, which we model
as an interconnection of cell-based, input-queued
switches that make scheduling decisions in a distrib-
uted fashion. Transport along links is carried out in
optical fiber by using WDM, and switching/routing
functions at network nodes are carried out in the elec-
tronic domain (i.e., EPS) or optical domain (i.e., opti-
cal packet switching).2 Packet-switched architectures

2Although at present the capabilities of electronic logic greatly ex-
ceed those of optical logic, we do not draw a distinction between net-
works employing electronics versus those employing optics for logic
because we are interested in the fundamental capacity limits of
packet-switched networks.
Authorized licensed use limited to: MIT Libraries. Downloaded on February 10, 2010 at 1
ere found to be optimal from a capacity perspective,
n that the capacity region of such a network is given
imply by its admissibility constraints ([13], Theorem
.1), which ensure that each channel in the network is
ffered a rate of traffic less than its channel capacity.

) Optical-Flow and Optical-Circuit Switching: OCS is
wide-area optical network architecture in which
AN ingress routers assemble packets into bursts

nd centralized, advanced scheduling sets up light-
aths for these bursts between edge routers. This is in
ontrast to OFS, where lightpaths are established
rom end user to end user. Nevertheless, from a wide-
rea perspective, OFS and OCS networks are similar
n that they do not employ buffering in the network
ore and are therefore amenable to the same approach
o characterizing their capacity regions. The capacity
egion of an OFS or OCS network is obtained simply
y time sharing over all feasible configurations of the
etwork ([13], Theorems 2.2 and 2.3). Our analysis in
rriving at this result was constructive in that algo-
ithms were outlined that achieve the capacity limits.
nfortunately, these algorithms are generally NP-

omplete, and will therefore be difficult to implement
or inter-MAN OFS communication.

) Optical-Burst Switching: Like OCS, OBS is a wide-
rea optical network architecture in which WAN in-
ress routers assemble packets into bursts that are
estined for WAN egress routers. From the perspec-
ive of the wide area, most OBS networks can be
iewed as incarnations of OFS networks in that they
ack buffering capability in the core of the WAN and in
hat they require bursts to be served as indivisible en-
ities. However, because they employ random access
nstead of scheduling,3 OBS networks are generally
haracterized by nonzero burst blocking probabilities.
pecifically, the fact that bursts may require retrans-
ission can lead to instability on an individual link,

ven if the offered traffic is admissible. Furthermore,
he lack of coordination among core links implies that
esources are wasted if they are consumed by bursts
hat are eventually discarded. For these two reasons,
BS networks are generally incapable of achieving

ate stability within the OFS capacity region ([13],
orollary 2.1). The degree to which the capacity of an
BS network differs from that of the analogous OFS
etwork depends on traffic statistics and on network
rchitecture parameters such as burst aggregation
nd retransmission policies.

In summary, under the assumption of an identical
hysical topology, the capacity region of packet-
witched architectures dominates that of OFS/OCS,
nd the capacity region of OFS/OCS dominates that of
BS. These differences in capacity performance arose

3This is true of all variations of OBS, except for wavelength-routed
BS [14]. This version of OBS is essentially OCS, in that advanced

cheduling sets up lightpaths for bursts.
3:56 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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because of the benefits of core buffering and schedul-
ing. Ultimately, however, a network should not be
judged on performance alone, but rather on the
performance–cost trade-off it presents to the end user.
Thus, the most useful comparison would include a cost
model for each of the candidate networks—the subject
of Section IV.

III. OPTICAL-FLOW SWITCHING SCHEDULING AND
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we focus our attention on the algo-
rithmic implementation and performance evaluation
of inter-MAN OFS communication. (The work of [15]
addresses intra-MAN OFS communication.) We begin
by addressing the scheduling algorithm, which arbi-
trates access to resources in OFS networks. The un-
derpinnings of our proposed algorithm are that WAN
wavelength channels are a precious resource and
should therefore be efficiently utilized and that traffic
in the WAN will be sufficiently heavy and smooth that
a quasi-static logical topology is reasonable. Using our
proposed algorithm, we then conduct an approximate
throughput-delay analysis of OFS networks.

.. .. .. ..

.. .... .. .. ..

end-users

OXC

.. ..

DN

.. ..
WAN

.. .. .. .... .. .. ..

� links

d hops

(a)

WAN
.. ..

.. ..

.. ..
.. ..

.. ..

.. ..

.. ..

.. .. .. ..

.. ..
.. ..

2f fibers

2 or 2f
fibers

(b)

Fig. 1. Example of an OFS MAN based on a Moore graph (Pe-
tersen graph) with �=3 and d=2. A MAN node (white box) com-
prises an OXC with one or more access DNs (gray boxes) connected.
Optical amplifiers are not shown. (a) Embedded tree portion of the
OFS MAN. (b) Mesh OFS MAN based on the Petersen graph. Note
that the tree topology in (a) is embedded with this topology. Fiber
links not in the embedded tree are shown as dotted lines.
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. Modeling Assumptions

) Network Topology and Other Physical Layer Is-
ues: In our network model, a single WAN connects
w MANs, all of which employ OFS. As drawn in Fig.
, a MAN is connected to the WAN via a MAN node
esiding at the MAN–WAN interface. The wavelength
hannels provisioned for inter-MAN OFS communica-
ion reside within f fibers in each direction connecting
his node to the rest of the WAN. Note that these fi-
ers may carry traffic from other transport mecha-
isms besides OFS (e.g., EPS).

An OFS MAN node comprises an OXC with direct
onnections to adjacent MAN nodes as well as one or
ore access networks based on optical distribution

etwork (DN) architectures.4 We let ña denote the to-
al number of such DNs per MAN . The bidirectional
inks forming these connections are actually imple-

ented with two contradirectional fiber links, as is
one in practice.

While, in principle, the mesh topologies underlying
uch MANs may be arbitrary, we shall assume that
hey are based on Moore graphs5 [e.g., Fig. 1(b)], be-
ause topologies based on this family of graphs lend to
ost-effective MAN architectures [20]. In reference to
ig. 1, we let � denote the number of bidirectional

inks connecting the root node to other MAN nodes.

Within the physical topology of each MAN, we as-
ume the existence of an embedded regular tree topol-
gy with the root node located at the WAN edge [see
ig. 1(a)]. Under normal operating conditions, inter-
AN traffic is assumed to be carried solely on the fi-

ers of the links in the embedded tree, whereas the fi-
ers on the links outside the embedded tree are
ssumed to carry only intra-MAN traffic. However, in
he event of network element failures in the MAN, or
ignificant deviations from expected traffic—
onsiderations beyond the scope of this work—it may
e necessary to reroute inter-MAN traffic outside the
mbedded tree.

Since intra- and inter-MAN OFS traffic could coex-
st on the same fiber in the embedded tree, we shall
ssume that wt channels on each fiber are (quasi-
tatically) allocated for inter-MAN communication.
his separation between wavelength channels for

nter- and intra-MAN communication is made for ana-
ytical tractability, but may also prove to be sensible
n implementing real networks, since it enables sim-
ler resource scheduling, albeit with a potential per-
ormance penalty.

Since WAN wavelength channels are precious net-
4The DN architectures that we envision for OFS employ optical
mplification within the DN via multiple segments of erbium-doped
ber remotely pumped by a common laser. We refer the reader to

16], chap. 3, for further details.
5(Generalized) Moore graphs are discussed in [16–19].
3:56 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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work resources, the scheduling algorithm employed
should ensure that they are efficiently utilized. For
our scheduling algorithm to do this in a manner that
is not computationally prohibitive, we shall require
that, for each WAN wavelength channel provisioned
for inter-MAN OFS communication, there exists a
dedicated wavelength channel in each link of the em-
bedded tree in both source and destination MANs. In
the absence of wavelength conversion capability at the
MAN–WAN interface, wavelength continuity between
WAN and MAN wavelength channels must be
respected.

With respect to the number of fibers connecting
each DN to its parent MAN node, we consider two ex-
treme cases: (i) two fibers, one in each direction, and
(ii) 2f fibers, f in each direction, such that there is one-
to-one correspondence to the 2f fibers connecting the
MAN to the WAN. Clearly, the performance corre-
sponding to the second case will be better; but, as we
shall see, the performance margin is not great under
expected future network dimensions (i.e., number of
nodes, volume of traffic, etc.). Moreover, the case of
two fibers per DN is attractive in that it is a simpler
and more scalable design: less hardware at end users
is required, and no modifications to this hardware are
required as the number of fibers f in the MAN in-
creases. We will also consider the role of wavelength
conversion between each DN and its parent MAN
node.

2) Traffic: We will confine our attention in this work
to serving the inter-MAN traffic demand. We will as-
sume uniformity in inter-MAN traffic demands, as
well as uniformity in DN traffic demands. With wm de-
noting the number of wavelength channels on which
each MAN communicates with every other MAN, the
former assumption implies that

wm �
fwt

nw − 1
,

with the exact value of wm dependent on the efficiency
of wavelength reuse achieved by the routing and
wavelength assignment in the WAN.

OFS traffic is assumed to be generated at end users
such that the aggregate traffic generated for a par-
ticular source–destination MAN pair arrives accord-
ing to a Poisson process with rate �m. This Poisson as-
sumption is reasonable for commercial networks,
since the superposition of many stationary, identical,
and independent point processes—which are reason-
able models themselves for individual flow sources—is
well known to converge to a Poisson point process. In
the event that there do not exist sufficiently many
flow sources to multiplex, OFS may not be an appro-
priate architecture.
Authorized licensed use limited to: MIT Libraries. Downloaded on February 10, 2010 at 1
The duration of flows are modeled as identical and
ndependently distributed random variables with
robability density function pL� · � and kth moment Lk.
ast, we consider only unicast transactions, although
e recognize the increasing importance of multicast

ransactions, particularly for video content distribu-
ion.

. Scheduling Algorithm for Inter-MAN
ommunication

As discussed previously, we focus on networks for
hich there exists significant multiplexing of flows in
ach MAN, resulting in appreciable statistical
moothing on wavelength channels [21]. Such smooth-
ng of aggregated traffic renders a quasi-static WAN
ogical topology sensible for serving this traffic. That
s, changes to the WAN logical topology will be re-
uired on time scales that are of the order of many
ows. Consequently, in the algorithm design for the
cheduling of individual flows it may be assumed that
he wavelength channels provisioned for inter-MAN
ommunication are static. This allows us to signifi-
antly decouple the scheduling resources among pairs
f communicating MANs. Our simple scheduling algo-
ithm, in particular, reserves end-to-end optical paths
or flow transmission via a sequential reservation pro-
ess in which wavelength channels in the MAN and
AN are reserved first, followed by parallel reserva-

ions of the source and destination DN wavelength
hannels. Because wavelength channels in DNs are
ot heavily loaded, the latter reservation step should
ntail very little contention, thereby ensuring efficient
nd-to-end scheduling.

) Scheduling Algorithm Description: In the following
escription of the scheduling algorithm, we assume
hat each DN is connected to its MAN by two fibers.
The case of 2f fibers is a straightforward simplifica-
ion of the following algorithm.) In addition, we ne-
lect the possibility of transmitter and receiver colli-
ions that arise when two or more flows simul-
aneously require an end user’s transmitter or re-
eiver, respectively. This is a reasonable assumption
hen each end user transmits flows only occasionally,
hich we assume to be the case. We now illustrate the

cheduling algorithm by stepping through the process
y which an end-to-end all-optical path is established
or the transmission of a particular flow.

Consider a flow that is generated at an end user re-
iding in DN Ds within MAN Ms and that is destined
or an end user residing in DN Dd within MAN Md. As
oon as this flow is ready for transmission, the source
nd user sends a primary request rw to the scheduling
ode associated with Ms, requesting an end-to-end all-
ptical path for its flow transmission.

At a MAN’s scheduling node, there exist n −1 first-
w

3:56 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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in first-out queues, one queue corresponding to every
possible MAN destination. Each queue can be thought
of as the queue for an M /G /wm queueing system, in
that the wm wavelength channels dedicated to trans-
mission from Ms to Md eventually serve the primary
requests waiting in it. After it arrives at Ms’s schedul-
ing node, rw is placed at the end of the queue associ-
ated with Md, which we denote QMs

Md. Once rw reaches
the head of QMs

Md, rw’s flow is assigned to wavelength
channel �, the first of the wm wavelength channels
dedicated to transmission from Ms to Md to have the
primary request it is serving depart. After this wave-
length channel assignment is made, an all-optical
path is established on wavelength channel � from the
edge of Ds to the edge of Dd, passing through Ms, the
WAN, and Md. (Such a path is guaranteed to exist
since there are 2f fibers within each link on this path,
one of which has a dedicated � wavelength channel
for communication from Ms to Md.) Now, in order to
reserve the single outgoing � wavelength channel in
Ds and the single incoming � wavelength channel in
Dd, two additional secondary requests, rs and rd, re-
spectively, are sent. During this process, rw remains at
the head of QMs

Md.

Secondary request rs joins the end of the source sec-
ondary queue associated with Ds’s � wavelength chan-
nel, denoted Q̂Ms

Ds ���, which is physically located in
Ms’s scheduling node; and secondary request rd joins
the end of the destination secondary queue associated
with Dd’s � wavelength channel, denoted Q̄Md

Dd ���,
which is physically located in Md’s scheduling node.
These queues contain secondary requests to use the �
wavelength channel on Ds’s outgoing fiber and Dd’s in-
coming fiber, respectively. When rs and rd each reach
the heads of their respective secondary queues (which
we assume to be first-in first-out), they each notify
both Ms’s and Md’s scheduling nodes. As soon as Ms’s
and Md’s scheduling nodes have received both notifi-
cations, they instruct the source and the destination
end users, respectively, to begin flow transmission im-
mediately. After the flow transmission is complete, rw,
rs, and rd depart their queues.

C. Performance Analysis

In the following performance analysis, we neglect
propagation delay of requests and transactions, as
such delays are small compared with the duration of
flows. For brevity, we omit derivations of expressions
and refer the interested reader to [16], chap. 4.

In our description of the scheduling algorithm for
inter-MAN communication in Subsection III.B.1, we
mentioned that primary requests for a source–
destination MAN pair may be modeled as customers
of an M /G /wm queueing system with arrival rate �m.
The service time in this model is the time spent by a
Authorized licensed use limited to: MIT Libraries. Downloaded on February 10, 2010 at 1
rimary request rw at the head of its primary queue,
hich includes flow transmission time in addition to

he time spent reserving wavelength channels in the
ource and destination DNs (in the case of two fibers
er DN). Unfortunately, there is no exact solution for
he M /G /wm, except in the special cases of exponen-
ial service times, wm=1, or wm=�. We must therefore
esort to an approximate performance analysis of an
FS network.

To this end, we randomly split the Poisson process
f intensity �m representing the flow arrivals of each
ource–destination MAN pair into wm child Poisson
rocesses of intensity

�c =
�m

wm
,

ne child Poisson arrival process for each wavelength
hannel dedicated to the source–destination MAN
air. We also replace queue DMs

Md in MAN Ms by wm in-
ependent, parallel queues:

QMs

Md��1�,QMs

Md��2�, . . . ,QMs

Md��wm
�,

ach corresponding to a wavelength channel dedicated
o the source–destination MAN pair and accepting
rimary requests from the corresponding child Pois-
on process.

To compute the expected queueing delay of this sys-
em we shall eventually apply the Pollaczek–Khinchin
P-K) formula to the single server queue QMs

Md��� ac-
epting primary requests from flows generated in Ms,
estined for Md, and employing wavelength channel
. The arrival rate to this queue is �c, and we shall let
denote the service time of a primary request in this

ueue with the kth moment Xk. In the case of 2f fibers
er DN, we simply have X=L+�, where L is the flow
ransmission time and � is the hardware reconfigura-
ion time, since no additional time is required for re-
erving resources at the source and destination DNs.
owever, in the case of two fibers per DN, X includes
ot only the sum of the flow transmission time L and
ardware configuration time �, but also any time
pent at the head of queue QMs

Md��� reserving source
nd destination DN resources. We therefore generally
xpress the average service time X̄ as

X̄ = L̄ + Ȳ + � � L̄ + Ȳ, �1�

here Ȳ is the average time spent at the head of the
rimary queue reserving resources in both the source
nd destination DNs and is equal to zero in the case of
f fibers per DN. The approximation for the average
ervice time neglects the hardware reconfiguration
ime, because in OFS’s most sensible regime of opera-
ion, as characterized in the next section, L̄+ Ȳ��.
ore concretely, L̄+ Ȳ is, at the very least, of the order
3:56 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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of hundreds of milliseconds when OFS is economically
viable, whereas � is likely to be of the order of ten mil-
liseconds.

Recall that, in the case of two fibers per DN, after a
primary request reaches the head of QMs

Md���, second-
ary requests are sent to each of Q̂Ms

Ds ��� and Q̄Md

Dd ���,
where Ds and Dd are the source and the destination
DNs of the flow, respectively. At each of these two sec-
ondary queues there could be up to f−1 other second-
ary requests associated with other destination and
source MANs, respectively. However, since flows are
equally likely to be generated at or destined for each
of the DNs in a MAN, the probability that a primary
request at QMs

Md��� generates a secondary request to a
particular Q̂Ms

i ��� or Q̄Md

j ��� is 1/ ña. The arrival rate
of secondary requests to a secondary queue contrib-
uted from each of the f contending primary queues is
�c / ña, for an aggregate arrival rate at each secondary
queue of f�c / ña�1. Now, for a fixed aggregate arrival
rate of f�c / ña, as f and ña become proportionately
large—corresponding to a large WAN and large
MANs, respectively—the arrival process of secondary
requests to each secondary queue is known to con-
verge to a Poisson process. We thus model the arrival
process to each secondary queue as a Poisson process
of rate f�c / ña, with the approximation becoming in-
creasingly accurate as f and ña become large.

We now address the calculation of the moments of
Y. Recall that Y is the time spent at the head of the
primary queue reserving resources in both the source
and destination DNs and is thus the maximum of the
two queueing delays experienced by the two peer sec-
ondary requests. Since the service time of each sec-
ondary request already enqueued at a secondary
queue is itself coupled to the state of the queue in
which its peer secondary resides, the characterization
of Y is difficult. Thus, given the Poisson assumption of
secondary request arrivals to secondary queues, we
derive upper and lower bounds for Ȳ and Y2, which
will be used in conjunction with the P-K formula to ob-
tain optimistic and pessimistic approximations, re-
spectively, for the expected queueing delay experi-
enced by a flow. These approximations do not serve as
strict bounds, since the Poisson assumption is an ap-
proximation.

1) Optimistic Approximation for Primary Request
Service Time: We may compute simple lower bounds
for Ȳ and Y2 by viewing the time spent to reserve the
source and destination DNs as equal to the time spent
by a single secondary request in a single queue with
service time drawn from pL� · �. These bounds can be
employed to yield the following approximations for the
first two moments of the service time in the primary
request queue:
Authorized licensed use limited to: MIT Libraries. Downloaded on February 10, 2010 at 1
X̄ � L̄ +
f�cL

2

2�ña − f�cL̄�
, �2�

X2 �
ñaL2

ña − f�cL̄
+

�f�cL
2�2

2�ña − f�cL̄�2
+

f�cL
3

3�ña − f�cL̄�
. �3�

e note that the above expressions for X̄ and X2 in-
lude contributions from L2 and L3, respectively. This
undesirable) proportionality to higher-order moments
f L arises from the service time X containing a queue-
ng delay term, itself proportional to the second mo-

ent of L. However, the contributions from these
igher-order moments of L can be made arbitrarily
mall by designing the network such that ña� f�cL̄.
ince f�cL̄ is interpreted as the load offered to each
avelength channel color in a MAN, designing the
etwork in this way ensures that there is little con-
ention for each wavelength channel in each DN.

) Pessimistic Approximation for Primary Request
ervice Time: In order to compute upper bounds for Ȳ
nd Y2, we imagine that secondary requests, instead
f being sent simultaneously after a primary request
eaches the head of its queue, are sent sequentially.
pecifically, we assume that the secondary request re-
erving the destination DN is sent only after the sec-
ndary request responsible for reserving the source
N reaches the head of its queue in effect reserving

he source DN. Thus we have

Ȳ 	 Zs + Zd,

here Zs is the time spent by a secondary source re-
uest in its queue prior to reaching the head of the
ueue, and Zd is the time spent by a secondary desti-
ation request in its queue prior to reaching the head
f its queue. By invoking the Poisson approximation
or the arrival process to the secondary destination
ueue, we may thus treat the queue as an M /G /1
ueueing system. The first three moments of Zd may
e obtained in a straightforward manner from the
akács recurrence formula. To compute the first two
oments of Zs, we invoke the Poisson approximation

or the arrival process of secondary requests to the
econdary source queue, and thus treat the queue as
n M /G /1 queueing system. The pessimistic approxi-
ations for the first two moments of the service time

n the primary request queue are then given by

X̄ � L̄ + Zs + Zd, �4�

X2 � L2 + Zs
2 + Zd

2 + 2L̄ 
 Zs + 2L̄ 
 Zd + 2Zs 
 Zd.

�5�

s in the optimistic approximation for primary re-
uest service time, these expressions for X̄ and X2 in-
3:56 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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clude contributions from higher-order moments of L,
which can be made arbitrarily small by designing the
network such that ña� f�cL̄.

3) Wavelength Conversion in Distribution Net-
works: In the presence of wavelength conversion ca-
pability in each DN, there is only one secondary
source queue and one secondary destination queue as-
sociated with each DN. Each of these queues is served
by wt wavelength channels akin to an M /G /wt queue-
ing system. In this case, the maximum number of con-
tending secondary requests at a queue would be �nw
−1�wm rather than f as in the case of no wavelength
conversion. However, since there are wt candidate
wavelength channels serving this queue instead of
just one, the normalized arrival rate of secondary re-
quests to a secondary queue is again f�c / ña�1. The
convergence of this arrival process to Poisson is faster
in this case than in the case of no wavelength conver-
sion owing to the fact that �nw−1�wm� f. Further-
more, the expected delay experienced by secondary re-
quests at these secondary queues will be less than in
the case of no wavelength conversion owing to the sta-
tistical smoothing gain. We refer the interested reader
to [16], chap. 4, for further details.

4) Total Expected Queueing Delay: Given the above
optimistic and pessimistic approximations for the first
two moments of X, we now turn to computing the total
expected queueing delay seen by a transaction. To do
this, we first invoke the P-K formula with respect to
the primary request queue with an additional term re-
flecting the expected queueing delay experienced by a
primary request while at the head of its queue. We
then invoke the previous M /G /k approximation to ob-
tain the following approximation of the total expected
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Fig. 2. Expected queueing delay versus throughput for DN with
two fibers and 2f fibers per DN under three flow length
distributions.
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ueueing delay experienced by a flow, including the
ime spent reserving DN wavelength channels just
rior to flow transmission:

W ��Ȳ +
�cX

2

2�1 − �cX̄�
�� ŴM,wm

��mX̄,pX�

ŴM,1��cX̄,pX�
� . �6�

quations (2) and (3) or (4) and (5), or their wave-
ength conversion counterparts, may be substituted
nto Eq. (6), ultimately yielding optimistic and pessi-

istic approximations of W, respectively.

. Numerical Results

In Fig. 2, the approximations of the expected queue-
ng delay derived from Eq. (6) are plotted versus WAN
avelength channel utilization for three flow length
istributions: constant, exponential, and truncated
eavy-tailed, respectively. For each set of flow length
istributions, the approximations, which differ only in
he way DN reservations are carried out, yield similar
erformances at low loads, since there is very little
ontention for DN resources. The performances di-
erge with increasing traffic load—especially between
he case of no wavelength conversion and the other
ases—owing to the increasing role of DN reservation
ime. In comparing performance across distributions,
e observe that constant length flows offer the best
elay-throughput trade-off, followed by exponentially
istributed flows, and then truncated heavy-tailed
istributed flows. These results indicate very large
ows impeding subsequent flows to the greatest ex-
ent in the truncated heavy-tailed distribution and to
he least extent in the constant distribution.
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ig. 3. Expected queueing delay versus throughput for a truncated
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he case of 2f fibers per DN is also shown as a performance
enchmark.
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In Fig. 3, we illustrate the impact of the number of
DNs per MAN on the delay–throughput trade-off. As
expected, the performance of the two fibers per DN
case converges to that of the 2f fibers per DN case as
the number of DNs per MAN increases. This, of
course, is because as ña increases, the amount of traf-
fic per DN decreases, ultimately resulting in less con-
tention for DN resources. We also observe the ex-
pected result that the gap between the optimistic and
pessimistic approximations for the same ña narrows
as the number of DNs per MAN increases.

The previous numerical results and discussion pro-
vide us with justification for narrowing the space of
design alternatives in the design of OFS networks.
First, equipping each DN with 2f fibers for bidirec-
tional communication provides little performance ben-
efit for a large MAN in which there are hundreds of
DNs per MAN. This observation, coupled with the
aforementioned practical concerns regarding network
upgrades, render this design alternative less attrac-
tive than the case of two fibers per DN. Wavelength
conversion was found to provide moderate perfor-
mance benefit, with the benefit decreasing for a large
MAN. In spite of this performance benefit, use of this
technology in individual DNs may be imprudent, as
the present-day costs of the relevant technologies are
prohibitive.

IV. THROUGHPUT-COST COMPARISON OF OFS WITH
OTHER ARCHITECTURES

In this section, we carry out an approximate
throughput-cost study to substantiate our claim that
OFS is an economically attractive candidate architec-
ture for end users wishing to send large transactions.
Our performance-cost study compares OFS to the fol-
lowing prominent optical network architectures: EPS,
OCS, GMPLS, and OBS. Since some architectures are
applicable only in the wide area (e.g., OCS), we must
employ them in conjunction with other architectures

Fig. 4. WAN topology of the U.S. considered throughout this sec-
tion. Based on [24], Fig. 8.1.
Authorized licensed use limited to: MIT Libraries. Downloaded on February 10, 2010 at 1
n the metro-area and access (i.e., EPS) to enable an
nd-to-end comparison with OFS. This work repre-
ents an extension of our previous work [22,23] in the
ollowing two ways: (i) we formulate a more compre-
ensive cost model employing additional sources of
apEx (although we emphasize that these cost as-
umptions are approximate); (ii) we optimize the
hysical layers of the architectures that we compare,
n order to obtain a best-case scenario for each archi-
ecture.

. Topology and Traffic Assumptions

In our cost study, we shall assume that all of the ar-
hitectures considered operate on the same WAN fiber
lant topology drawn in Fig. 4. This 60-node network
as introduced in [24] as a representative U.S. carrier
ackbone network. Relevant attributes of this fiber
lant topology are listed in Table I. The assumption of

preexisting fiber plant is a good assumption for
ountries, such as the U.S., that have established tele-
ommunication infrastructures. The WAN source–
estination average traffic demands that we consider
re uniformly scaled versions of the set employed in
24], chap. 8. This traffic set reflects actual U.S. back-
one network traffic and is therefore not uniform all-
o-all in nature.

In the metro-area, unlike in the wide area, we do
ot assume a fixed fiber plant topology over which all
rchitectures operate. Instead, we analytically opti-
ize the fiber topology in accordance with the switch-

ng and fiber deployment costs particular to each ar-
hitecture. We restrict our consideration of fiber plant

TABLE I
AN PARAMETERS AND VALUES FOR THE NUMERICAL

STUDIESa

Parameter Value

No. of nodes 60
No. of links 77
Average node degree 2.6
Largest node degree 5
Average link length 450 km
Longest link length 1200 km
Optical amplifier spacing 80 km
Number of wavelength channels per fiber link 200

Average length of an end-to-end connection 1950 km
Average no. of hops of an end-to-end connection 4
Average no. of nonnodal regenerations along an
end-to-end connection in EPS

0.1

Average no. of regenerations along an end-to-end
connection in OCS or OFS

0.3

Capacity efficiency scaling factor 0.95
Line rate 40 Gbits/s

aDiscussed in Subsections IV.F and IV.G �adapted from �24�, Tables 8.1
nd 8.2�.
3:56 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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topologies to those that are based on regular graphs
with nodal symmetry, since such topologies are rea-
sonable models of a real MAN and are more analyti-
cally tractable. We found that the family of general-
ized Moore graphs minimizes the MAN cost, albeit
with different dimensions for different architectures
([16], chap. 5). With respect to traffic in the MAN, we
assume that intra-MAN traffic is uniform all-to-all,
whereas inter-MAN traffic is uniform all-to-one (and
one-to-all) to (from) the root node of the embedded
MAN tree. Typical values for relevant MAN param-
eters, which we invoke later in this section, are listed
in Table II.

In the access environment, we employ the DN de-
signs detailed in [16], chap. 3, as the basis for both our
non-OFS passive optical networks (PONs) and OFS
DN. With regard to traffic generated or sunk at access
networks, we assume uniformity. However, with re-
spect to individual end-user data rate requirements,
we consider both homogeneous and heterogeneous re-
quirements. Typical values for the relevant access net-
work parameters are listed in Table III.

B. Cost Modeling Approach and Assumptions

The relative costs employed in this section, collected
from a variety of sources, are organized in Tables IV
and V. In this subsection, we address the underlying
assumptions in these tables. We reiterate that these
cost assumptions are approximate as of today, and
are, moreover, subject to some fluctuation with time.
They are thus employed to support only high-level
claims about the economic viability of OFS.

TABLE II
MAN PARAMETERS AND VALUES FOR THE NUMERICAL STUDIES

(SUBSECTIONS IV.F AND IV.G)

Parameter Value

No. of nodes 30
Average link length 10 km
OFS hardware reconfiguration time 10 ms
Line rate 40 Gbits/s

TABLE III
ACCESS NETWORK PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE NUMERICAL

STUDIES (SUBSECTIONS IV.F AND IV.G)

Parameter Value

Average end-user link length 35 m
End-user duty cycle 0.001
Ratio of PON line rate to WAN line rate 0.25
OFS DN line rate 40 Gbits/s
PON line rate 10 Gbits/s
Authorized licensed use limited to: MIT Libraries. Downloaded on February 10, 2010 at 1
) CapEx Cost Components: Our model focuses on
apEx costs and neglects ongoing operating expense
osts, which admittedly constitute a significant por-
ion of a network’s cost, and, moreover, differ across
rchitectures. Our cost model addresses CapEx inso-
ar that major cost components that differ from archi-
ecture to architecture are captured. A potential short-
oming of this cost model—in addition to the omission
f operating expense—is the possible neglect of sig-
ificant sources of cost that are roughly constant
cross architectures, resulting in an overemphasis on
he cost differences among architectures.

TABLE IV
ELATIVE COSTS OF NETWORK ELEMENTS FOR BOTH 10 AND

40 GBIT/S LINE RATESa

etwork Element
Relative Cost

10 Gbits/s 40 Gbits/s

unable medium-reach transceiver 0.3x 0.75x
unable long-reach WDM
ransceiver

0.4x x

unable WDM transponder 40x 100x
unable WDM regenerator (with optical

ine terminal)
56x 140x

ptical terminal chassis
per wavelength)

2.5x 2.5x

AN amplifier and dispersion
ompensation (per wavelength)

2x 3.1x

AN OXC port with amplification
nd dispersion compensation

8x 9.1x

AN router port 120x 300x
AN OXC port with amplification 5x 5.1x
AN grooming/router port 60x 150x
FS scheduler 2x 2x
ccess fiber deployment

per km wavelength)
0.2x 0.2x

AN fiber deployment
per km wavelength)

0.2x 0.2x

AN fiber deployment
per km wavelength)

0.1x 0.1x

ccess network erbium-doped fiber
mplifier pump power
per 100 mW)

2x 2x

aFrom �24–27�. An optical reach of 2500 km, 200 wavelengths per fiber,
nd a bidirectional element function are assumed.

TABLE V
OST SCALING PARAMETERS AND VALUES FOR THE NUMERICAL

STUDIES (SUBSECTIONS IV.F AND IV.G)

Parameter Value

Cost ratio of 10 to 40 Gbit/s amplifier and
dispersion compensation equipment

0.64

Cost ratio of 10 to 40 Gbit/s electronics 0.4
Cost ratio of 600 to 2500 km optical reach
equipment

0.63
3:56 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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2) Fiber Deployment: The cost of deploying fiber de-
pends largely on whether the fiber plant of the net-
work preexists or needs to be augmented. For green-
field networks, where the fiber plant does not preexist,
cables, each containing tens of fibers, need to be in-
stalled underground. The cost of a fiber link would re-
flect the material cost of the fiber strand and the
aforementioned installation cost—including right-of-
way cost—amortized over the number of fiber strands
installed. Installation costs also arise in augmenting
existing fiber plants; and these costs could be signifi-
cant for urban networks such as MAN and access net-
works, as indicated in Table IV. For networks in
which the fiber plant preexists and requires no aug-
mentation, however, much of the fiber installation cost
is a sunk cost. In either case, the cost of deploying a
link cf is well modeled as a linear function of its
length, with a proportionality constant reflecting the
various factors discussed above.

3) Line Rate: In our cost study, we have chosen to fo-
cus on networks with WAN line rates (i.e., the bit rate
of a wavelength channel) of 40 Gbits/s. While we as-
sume that MAN and OFS DN operate at the same
line-rate as the WAN, our PON model (i.e., for non-
OFS architectures) employs 10 Gbit/s equipment as a
means of lowering access network cost. In Table IV,
we include relative costs of both 10 and 40 Gbit/s
equipment. For fixed optical reach, the costs of ampli-
fiers and dispersion compensation equipment scale
with maximum fiber capacity (i.e., number of wave-
lengths per fiber times the line rate). Specifically, for
every doubling in fiber capacity, the costs of amplifiers
and dispersion compensation equipment have empiri-
cally increased by approximately 25% [24].

4) Optical Reach: In our present study, for architec-
tures employing optical bypass at nodes, we shall as-
sume an optical reach of 2500 km, which was shown
to be close to optimal for the network parameters as-
sumed thus far [24]. For the EPS architecture, which
entails optical-electrical-optical conversions at each
node, we shall assume an optical reach of 600 km,
which is equivalent to one third longer than the aver-
age link length in Fig. 4.

5) Linearity of Device Costs: Implicit in our cost model
is the assumption that the cost of a device with mul-
tiple wavelength channel ports scales linearly with
the number of such ports. In addition, we shall as-
sume that the cost of a laser pump scales linearly with
its output power.6

6For laser pump powers in excess of hundreds of milliwatts, the
cost scaling for a single device may be superlinear. However, an
equivalent output power with linear cost may be engineered by cas-
cading several smaller sources.
Authorized licensed use limited to: MIT Libraries. Downloaded on February 10, 2010 at 1
. Wide-Area-Network Cost Model

The major CapEx components in the WAN are fiber
i.e., material, trenching, and right-of-way costs), op-
ical amplification, chromatic dispersion compensa-
ion, polarization-mode dispersion compensation, and
egeneration, as well as switching, routing, and
rooming at nodes. In accounting for these costs, we
onsider a typical bidirectional end-to-end connection
n the WAN of wavelength granularity under each ar-
hitecture (see Fig. 5).

A fair comparison among the architectures must ac-
ount for their different WAN capacities, as discussed
n Section II. Recall that packet-switched architec-
ures (i.e., EPS, optical packet switching) maximize
etwork capacity, whereas architectures employing
ptical bypass (i.e., OCS, OFS) do not. However, the
ifference in network capacity among architectures is
ensitive to the underlying fiber plant topology. We
apture the capacity efficiency of EPS by scaling the
otal cost of EPS by a (topology-dependent) factor.
owever, as mentioned earlier in this section, the cost

tructures of the architectures considered are suffi-
iently different that our conclusions in this section
re relatively insensitive to reasonable values of this
arameter.

Beyond fundamental differences in capacity effi-
iency, implementation issues can impact the through-
ut achieved under each architecture. Indeed, in Sec-
ion III, we proposed a practical scheduling algorithm
or inter-MAN communication that, even in the ab-
ence of delay constraints, results in a throughput
enalty relative to an optimal, but infeasible, schedul-
ng algorithm. Similarly, there are implementation is-
ues at routers in EPS and OCS that, in reality, result
n a throughput penalty. Algorithms achieving maxi-

um throughput are too computationally intensive to
e executed at routers, and therefore less complex al-
orithms that perform suboptimally are employed

OT OT OT OT OT RtOTRRt Rt Rt

Optical amplifier
& dispersion
compensationRouter Regenerator

Optical line
terminal &
transpondersSpan

Link Link Link

MAN MAN

(a)

RtRt OXC R ROXC OXC OXC

LinkLink Link

Optical
cross-connectTransponders

(b)

OXC R ROXC OXC OXC

LinkLink Link(c)

ig. 5. (Color online) Sample end-to-end WAN connection under
PS, OCS/OBS, and OFS. Electronic networking devices are shown

n blue; optical networking devices are shown in black and white.
3:56 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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(e.g., [28]). Our model does not account for the penalty
that this entails, so the results of our numerical stud-
ies in Subsections IV.F and IV.G are conservative with
respect to OFS.

We refer the reader to [16], chap. 5, for the expres-
sions governing the average cost of a bidirectional
end-to-end wavelength-granular WAN connection un-
der each architecture.

D. Metropolitan-Area-Network Cost Model

In optimizing the MAN topology, we assume that
the number of MAN nodes nm is a fixed parameter. We
assume that intra-MAN OFS traffic is uniform all-to-
all of wu wavelengths between each node pair; and
that inter-MAN OFS traffic is represented as all-to-
one (and one-to-all) traffic of wa wavelengths to (from)
the root node on the augmented tree portion of the
MAN topology. Under this traffic scenario, generalized
Moore graphs were shown to minimize network cost
([16], chap. 5).

The major CapEx components in the MAN that we
consider are fiber, optical amplification (at optical
nodes), and switching, routing, and grooming at
nodes. For simplicity, we shall assume a constant
MAN fiber link length of lm, resulting in uniform
MAN fiber link costs �. Node infrastructure (e.g.,
huts) are considered to be a significant expense,
should they need to be built, but we again assume this
cost to be roughly the same across the different archi-
tectures and do not include this in our cost model.

In [16], chap. 5, we show that the node degrees that
minimize the total MAN cost are given by

�EPS
* �

k ln nm�wunm + 2wa�

4�lm


�W�	k ln nm�wunm + 2wa�

4�

�−2

�7�

for the case of electronic (dis)aggregation and by

�OFS
* �

kwunm ln nm

4�lm
�W�	kwunw ln nm

4�lm

�−2

�8�

for the case of optical (dis)aggregation, provided that

2 � ��EPS
* ,�OFS

* � � nm − 1,

where k is the cost per port. The general behavior of
these curves is illustrated in Fig. 6, indicating that, as
switching becomes more expensive relative to fiber de-
ployment, it is economically advantageous to route
traffic along fewer hops by increasing the node degree
versus routing traffic along more hops (corresponding
to lower node degree), which requires more switching
resources.
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We refer the reader to [16], chap. 5, for the expres-
ions capturing the total MAN cost for electronic and
ptical (dis)aggregation.

. Access Network Cost Model

In the access environment, the major cost compo-
ents that we consider are optical amplifier pumps,
ptical line terminals, transceivers, and fiber. We ex-
ect that the cost of shared passive components, in-
luding erbium-doped fiber segments, to be insignifi-
ant compared with the above cost components, and
e may lump the costs of passive components re-
uired for each end user (e.g., coupler-based tap) into
he transceiver cost.

For PONs, maximizing the number of end users per
N results in the most economical design for PONs.
e can optimize PON design in this isolated manner

ecause a PON is only loosely coupled with its adjoin-
ng MAN as a result of optical-electrical-optical con-
ersion and buffering at the head-end optical line ter-
inal. We refer the reader to [16], chap. 5, for the

etails on computing the maximum number of end us-
rs per DN.

On the other hand, the optimization of OFS DN is
ore complicated because of the tight coupling of the

ccess and metro environments in OFS. One of our
mportant observations in Section III was that, for a
xed aggregate amount of inter-MAN OFS traffic, a

arger number of DNs over which to distribute this
raffic results in better performance. In particular, a
arger number of DNs per MAN results in less conten-
ion for resources in each DN, thereby resulting in
igher WAN wavelength channel utilization, as illus-
rated in Fig. 3. This ultimately requires fewer provi-
ioned WAN wavelength channels than an otherwise
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identical scenario with fewer DNs. Therefore, in OFS,
it can be economically advantageous to employ more
than the minimum number of DNs per MAN, each
supporting less than the maximum number of users.
This optimization, as well as with the expressions for
total DN costs, are contained in [16], chap. 5.

F. Throughput-Cost Comparison of Architectures

We now carry out a throughput-cost comparison of
the following three end-to-end network architectures:

• EPS: EPS is used in the wide area, electronic
(dis)aggregation is used in the metro area, and
PONs are used in the access.

• OCS/EPS: OCS is used in the wide area, elec-
tronic (dis)aggregation is used in metro area, and
PONs are used in the access.

• OFS: OFS employs the scheduling algorithm pro-
posed in Section III.

These three architectures represent an evolution from
electronic to optical switching, from the network core
toward the end users at the network edge. To be sure,
these three architectures are not exhaustive of the
space of architecture alternatives. For instance, in the
previous subsections we also described a cost model
for OBS, which we do not consider any further in this
subsection. The purpose of formulating a CapEx cost
model for this architecture was to highlight the fact
that it is identical to that of OCS. The critical differ-
ence between OBS and OCS lies in how network re-
sources are allocated. OBS generally employs random-
access for resource reservation, which is known to
result in inferior throughput performance relative to
scheduled approaches (Subsection II.A.3). As a result,
OBS is guaranteed to appear inferior to OCS in a
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Fig. 7. Minimum-cost architecture as a function of MAN size and
average end-user data rate. It is assumed that transactions have a
truncated heavy-tailed distribution and that DNs have two fibers
and no wavelength conversion.
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hroughput-CapEx study, and we therefore do not con-
ider this architecture any further.

) Modeling Assumptions: We shall assume that
ransaction lengths are drawn from a (truncated)
eavy-tailed distribution. Moreover, we shall assume
hat the average transaction length L̄ scales linearly
ith an end user’s average data rate. This is a reason-
ble assumption, given that the number of transac-
ions transmitted per unit time by a user is roughly
onstant. Last, we shall assume that equal propor-
ions of traffic generated in a MAN are intra- and
nter-MAN in nature.

When comparing the costs of supporting a fixed
raffic demand under each architecture, we assume
hat the underlying networks have been optimized in
he manner outlined in the last several subsections.
he WAN, however, as we discussed in Subsection
V.A, is assumed to be fixed and based on the fiber
lant topology drawn in Fig. 4.

) Numerical Results: In Fig. 7, we indicate the
inimum-cost architecture as a function of number of

nd users per MAN and average end-user data rate.
hen aggregate MAN bandwidth demand—given by

he product of abscissa and ordinate values—is rela-
ively low, EPS is seen to be the most sensible archi-
ecture. Electronic switches and routers, to be sure,
re less economically scalable technologies than OXC,
ut they operate at finer data granularity than OXC.
hus, when aggregate traffic is low, it is wasteful to
rovision entire wavelength-granular OXC ports that
re poorly utilized—which is why EPS is the
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minimum-cost architecture in this regime of opera-
tion. However, when bandwidth demand between each
MAN pair is of the order of multiple wavelengths, op-
tical switching in the WAN is sensible, rendering
OCS/EPS the minimum-cost architecture. In fact, un-
der heavy aggregate traffic, the cost difference be-
tween EPS and OCS/EPS scales approximately lin-
early with the product of this aggregate traffic and the
difference in cost between a router and OXC port. As
aggregate traffic grows even larger, such that the traf-
fic carried on MAN links is of the order of wave-
lengths, optical switching in the MAN and at the ac-
cess boundary is most economical, rendering OFS the
minimum-cost architecture. Before moving on, a com-
ment on the very large abscissa values in Fig. 7 (and
in the other figures in this section) is warranted. Ow-
ing to our tolerance to unbounded delay, the abscissa
values in our figures are very large. In the presence of
realistic delay constraints, the abscissa values at
which transitions between optimal architectures occur
could be an order of magnitude or more lower.

In Fig. 8, we depict a horizontal cross section of Fig.
7 at a MAN population of 106 end users. On the ordi-
nate, we plot total network cost normalized by the
number of end users and by the average end-user data
rate. The figure indicates that when end users have
average data rates below 5
107 bits/s, the EPS and
OCS/EPS architectures have the lowest normalized
cost. Intuitively, this, again, is because relatively little
expensive electronic equipment is necessary to sup-
port the aggregate traffic in these architectures,
whereas in OFS, wavelength-granular optical equip-
ment is wastefully overprovisioned in the MAN—and
to a lesser extent in the WAN—along with expensive
long-haul transceivers at end users operating at the
WAN line rate. Beyond data rates of 5
107 bits/s,
however, we see that OFS is the most cost-efficient ar-
chitecture because (i) the aforementioned optical
equipment in the WAN, MAN, and DN equipment is
better utilized and (ii) this equipment is more eco-
nomically scalable than analogous electronic
equipment.

In summary, we conclude that OFS is the most cost-
scalable architecture of all, in that its asymptotic nor-
malized cost is several times lower—approximately a
factor of four in Fig. 8—than that of competing archi-
tectures. As a final remark, we point out that, while
the precise values at which transitions in the optimal
architecture occur are sensitive to the exact param-
eter values assumed, the general trends observed are
manifestations of present-day cost structures of archi-
tectures and their building blocks. Thus, in the ab-
sence of disruptive technologies with radically differ-
ent cost structures, we expect the trends observed in
these figures to hold for a reasonable range of param-
eter values.
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. Hybrid Network Architectures

In the previous subsection, we investigated the
hroughput-cost trade-offs offered by different homo-
eneous network architectures. In our study, we as-
umed that a MAN supports a uniform base of end us-
rs, each sending transactions with average length L̄
roportional to the long-term average end-user data
ate. Given that the size of a transaction greatly im-
acts the efficiency with which it is served by an ar-
hitecture, hybrid architectures—architectures com-
rising two or more of the aforementioned
omogeneous network architectures—may be eco-
omically advantageous to homogeneous structures.
e devote our attention in this subsection to investi-

ating this hypothesis.

) Modeling Assumptions: In this subsection, we shall
ocus on hybrid architectures in which component
ubarchitectures operate in parallel with varying de-
rees of interaction. Since the metro-area and access
esigns are identical for EPS and OCS/EPS, we shall
llow end users belonging to these two architectures
o share resources (i.e., wavelength channels,
witches, or router ports) in these environments. In
he wide area, however, their transport mechanisms
iffer, but the hybrid architecture they form together
esembles GMPLS. Owing to the significant differ-
nces between these two architectures and OFS in all
hree geographic network tiers, OFS end users are al-
ocated their own network resources from end to end.
he design of more integrated hybrid architectures
ay provide better performance-cost trade-offs than

hose considered here—but not before their many out-
tanding physical layer and protocol issues are
esolved.

Consistently with our discussion of network traffic

Transaction size, or average end-user data rate
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ig. 9. Partitioning of the truncated heavy-tail distribution into
rchitecture service regions.
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in Section I, we shall assume that the lengths of
transactions generated or sunk in a MAN are drawn
from a (truncated) heavy-tailed distribution. Moti-
vated by our results in Subsection IV.F, we confine our
attention to hybrid architectures in which
transactions—or equivalently end users—are parti-
tioned for service as shown in Fig. 9. Transactions
(equivalently, end users) are partitioned into three
contiguous regions such that the transactions (end us-
ers) in each partition are served exclusively by the in-
dicated architecture. The optimal hybrid architecture
is defined as the architecture that minimizes total
network cost by judicious positioning of the inner two
dotted boundary lines in Fig. 9. We point out that this
is an idealized formulation, in that a given end user’s
transactions may, in reality, be more efficiently served
with more than one subarchitecture.

2) Numerical Results: In Fig. 10, we indicate the
minimum-cost hybrid architecture as a function of the
number of end users per MAN and average end-user
data rate. As in Fig. 7—and for the same reasons dis-
cussed in Subsection IV.F.2—when aggregate MAN
traffic is relatively low the homogeneous EPS archi-
tecture is optimal, and when aggregate MAN traffic is
relatively high the homogeneous OFS architecture is
optimal. However, for intermediate aggregate traffic,
we observe that hybrid architectures become prefer-
able to homogeneous architectures. When the number
of end users per MAN is small or moderate and the
average end-user data rate is moderate, aggregate
MAN traffic is in the lower range of intermediate val-
ues, and EPS is a component of the optimal hybrid
architecture—the other component being OFS—since
it serves intermediate and low-end end users most
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conomically. When the number of end users per MAN
s moderate or large and the average end-user data
ate is low or moderate, a hybrid architecture employ-
ng GMPLS (i.e., EPS and OCS/EPS) is optimal, with
FS possibly serving the high-end end users. When

he number of end users per MAN is large and aver-
ge end-user data rates are moderate, there is suffi-
ient traffic generated from intermediate to low-end
nd users (i.e., multiples of wavelengths) such that
lectronic switching in the WAN is no longer economi-
ally viable, and OCS/EPS together with OFS consti-
utes the minimum-cost hybrid architecture.

In Fig. 11, we depict a horizontal cross section of the
inimum-cost hybrid architecture in Fig. 10 at a
AN population of 106 end users. On the ordinate, we

lot (sub)architecture cost normalized by the number
f end users served by the (sub)architecture and the
verage data rate of end users served by the (sub)ar-
hitecture. Consistent with our results in Subsection
V.F, the asymptotic normalized costs are lowest for
FS, followed by OCS/EPS, and then EPS. The
ashed curve, which represents the normalized cost of
he entire hybrid architecture, is essentially a
eighted average of the three solid subarchitecture

urves. At low average end-user data rates the
dashed) hybrid architecture curve follows the
squares) EPS curve, and for high average end-user
ata rates the (dashed) hybrid architecture curve fol-
ows the (dots) OFS curve, indicating the dominance
f these architectures at these two extremes.7

7As in the case of homogeneous architectures, the curves in our
lots of this section exhibit sharp bumps. This arises from the inte-
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V. CONCLUSION

In this work, the OFS architecture was shown to be
a cost-effective way of serving large transactions,
which are increasing in importance with every pass-
ing day. Moreover, only modest technological hurdles
exist before OFS can be implemented: the required de-
vice technology is currently available, and the remain-
ing algorithmic and protocol challenges should be
manageable.

To be sure, the work presented here does not consti-
tute an exhaustive examination of the OFS architec-
ture. Beyond immediate extensions to this work, and
the concurrent work carried out in [15,29], there exist
avenues of research in further developing and analyz-
ing OFS. In terms of further developing the OFS ar-
chitecture, mechanism(s) ensuring reliable end-to-end
communication with OFS are needed. Since OFS is a
scheduled, flow-based transport architecture, there is
no need for the congestion and flow control mecha-
nisms of TCP, which are sure to impede the efficiency
with which data is transmitted through the network.
Instead, a lightweight transport layer protocol, akin
to UDP, should be used in conjunction with an error-
checking mechanism, such as LDPC. Another inter-
esting avenue of future research is less related to how
OFS itself may be implemented than to how it may ef-
ficiently coexist with other subarchitectures in a hy-
brid network setting. Naturally, it is preferable to in-
tegrate component subarchitectures as tightly as
possible, as this enables better utilization of network
resources. In practice, however, the challenge will be
to design algorithms and protocols that are capable of
computing and disseminating network resource allo-
cation information within the time frames required
for agile resource reconfiguration at the architecture
level.
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